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INTRQDUCTIQN 
Yn a recent paper Blair and Small [I] study embed~i~gs o etherian 
rings in Artinian rings using a general criterion due to Se ld. This 
rovides conditions on a Sylvester rank under whit an 
ossible and it can be applied to the case whi they consider because the 
reduced rank in the given ring provides an a itive ~y~vest~~ rank. Since 
this embedding is into a simple Artinian ring and other embeddi~gs whit 
may be available are not so specific, it is naturai to look for an ~rt~~~~~ 
embedding which covers all cases. 
In the present paper study an extension rang wbhch is a~~ro~r~ate for
the case considered by air and Small, a~t~o~gb at ent we can ody 
rove that in general t ring is semi-primary and re s to the classical 
ient ring when that exists. The construction uses a method in torsion 
eloped by Johnson, Utumi, Gabriel, an others. The extension 
rticular subring of the bi~ommutat~~ o the given ring when it 
is presented as a ring of endomorphisms on its bnjective 
noting that the full bicommutator ring, usually called the 
quotients, is unsuited for OUT purpose, as is clear fro 
abah 121. In particular, every proper ideal of this ring has a non-zero 
left annihilator. Moreover, an example is given in Schelter a 
of an Artinian ring whose maximal ring of quotients is not 
the positive side, however, we show t at it retams the property of being 
semi-primary. 
~~thougb a short introduction has bee 
to Eambek [5] and Stenstriim [lo] for 
on rings of endomorphisms of the injective hull. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a ring. A linear topology is introduced in R by the specification 
of a set 9= of right ideals such that 
(i) if F;E 9 and II F is a right ideal, then IE F; 
(ii) if F,,F2eE then F,~E;,E~--; 
(iii) if FEB and aeR then (xER;axEF)E@; 
(iv) if I is a right ideal and there exists FE 9 such that 
(x E R; ax E I) E 9 for every a E F, then IE 9. 
We use the term Gabriel filter to denote a set with these properties. It can 
be verified that (i) and (ii) are consequent on (iii) and (iv). 
Let A4 be a right R-module. For a submodule N define the 9-closure of 
N in M by 
Condition (iv) implies that cl cl(N) = cl(N), which means that cl(N) is an 
9-closed submodule of M. For further details on Gabrikl filters see 
Stenstriim [lo]. 
Our aim is to study the structure of a ring R with a Gabriel filter B of 
right ideals which has the following conditions: 
(Al) kerP=O; 
(A2) the lattice of F-closed right ideals of R is Artinian. 
The lirst condition asserts that if FE 9 and x E R then xF= 0 implies that 
x = 0; in other words, cl 0 = 0. The second asserts that the lengths of chains 
of F-closed right ideals of R have a finite upper bound which is the 
g-rank of R and is denoted by p(R, 9), or shortly p(R). 
The lattice operations in (A2) are 
cl In cl J= cl(ln J) and cl Iucl J=cl(clI+cl J). 
It should be noted that for closed right ideals 1~ J, the lengths of saturated 
chains of closed right ideals between I and J are equal. When J= 0 this 
number is the P-rank of I, denoted by p(I) or p(Z, 9). The common 
length of saturated chains between I and J is p(I) - p(J). 
An additive rank function assigns to each finitely generated right 
R-module M a non-negative integer p(M) such that, for every short exact 
sequence of these modules 0 ---f N -+ M+ L + 0, p(M) = p(N) + p(L). The 
function is non-singular if p(I) = 0, for a right ideal Z, implies that I= 0. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let p be an additive rank functiopa for a right 
~oether~a~ ring and set P = (FE R,; p( F) = 0). Then B is a Gabriel 
filter and the lattice of F-closed right ideals is Artinian. 
oof is left to the reader. 
use [4] it is shown that for a right etherian ring, the property 
( so holds for the lattice of F-&X sn~moaules of a fmiteiy 
generated module. 
be a right Noetherian ring with nil d let %?jhij 
e set of elements of R which are regul 
there exists c E V(W) with UC = 0). 
T is an ideal; used in Blair and Small [f ] 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let pi be a right ~oe~~~~ia~ ringsue&r that the ideal K 
is zero. Then has a Gabrielfilter which satisfies (Al) and (A2). 
ProojY Let p( . ) be the reduced ran 
(FER,; p(R/F) =O). In fact FEN p-o 
exists c E S’(N) such that ac E F. For right ideals I II J we have p(d) = p(cl 
and p(l) = p(J) if and only if cl I= c1 .A Lengths of chams 
ideals are bounded above by p(R) and the maxi 
cl I to CI J is p(l) -p(J). Evidently = 0 is e~~~va~e~t to asserting 
EXAMPLES. 1. A right Noetherian ring wit 
satisfies 1.2. 
2. A left and right Noetherian ring sue R) has only mini- 
mal primes satisfies 1.2. When the ring is also c~mm~tat~ve th n it has an 
Artinlan quotient ring, but in general this will not hold even in Exam 
2. ENDoM~RPHI~~MS OF THE Xw~cnw 
Let V be tire injective hull of 
he f~~~~wi~g result is well-kno 
&de and set =-End YN‘ 
T51. 
ROBQSPTION 2.1. (i) V= HI, where 1 i3 Ihe zlrzify element of 
= (h E Ii; ker h is an essential s~brnod~~e oj” V,) is the Jucobson 
(iii) HJJ is a von Neumalzn regular ring. 
it shouEd also be noted that the map h + hl is an e~i~~~~~is~ + Y as i!qft 
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H-modules and the kernel Jo = (h E H; h 1 = 0) is a left ideal of H. The 
proposition can be sharpened when R has a Gabriel filter B which satisfies 
the basic assumptions (Al) and (A2). Let U, + ... U, be a direct sum of 
right ideals; then cl U1 + . . . + cl U, is also a direct sum which by assump- 
tion (2) has length less than or equal to p(R, F). It follows that V is the 
direct sum of at most p(R, 9) indecomposable injectives and that H/J is a 
semi-simple Artinian ring. Note also that R has the act condition for right 
annihilators, because any right annihilator is F-closed. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a ring with a Gabriel filter F of right ideals 
which satisfies the basic assumptions (Al) and (A2). Using the notation of 
Proposition (2.1), 
(i) the radical J of H is nilpotent with index <p(R, F); 
(ii) H is a semi-primary ring; 
(iii) n V is an Artinian module. 
Proof Let xi, . . . . x, E J, where m = p(R, 9). Either xi R = 0 and then 
x1 E J,, or ker x2 n x, R n R # 0. The latter implies that Rn ker(x,x,)g 
R n ker(x,), because these are F-closed right ideals of R. Continuing, for 
k= 1,2, . . . we have either xkxkP 1 “.x1 E J, or the series 
which has strictly increasing rank. This series has <m terms and thus each 
case leads to x,...x~E Jo. It follows that J” c Jo and J”V= J”H1 = 
J”1 = 0, so that J” = 0. 
To obtain (iii) it is enough to show that H/J, is a left Noetherian 
H-module since H/Jo % V as H-modules. Let L be a left ideal of H such 
that L 2 Jo. Denoting ker L = (n ker h; h E L), there exists a finite set 
X l,...,~s~L such that RnkerL=Rnkerx,n ... nkerk,. Choose XCL 
and consider the map 
(x1 > .. . . x,) y = (x1 y> .. . . x, Y) + xy (YEW 
of L 0 . . . 0 L with s terms into L, which extends to an R-horn V/” -+ V. 
The latter is an element of H @ . . . 0 H with s terms. Hence there exist 
h i, . . . . h, E H such that 
(h,x, + ... +h,x,)y=xy (YEW. 
Thus Hx+J,cHx,+ . . . + Hx, + J,,. Since x E L is arbitrary it follows 
that L = Hx, + . . . + Hx, + Jo and (iii) follows at once. 
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CoR0LLAR-f. Let R e a right ~T~e~~er~a~ ring with zero right ~~~g~~~~ 
ideal. Then is a semi-simple Artinian ring and embeds n~t~r~~~y in 
roc$ The relevant P is the set of essentiaE rig and 
J=Jo=Q. 
3. Tm BIC~MMUTATOR OF 
If R is considered as a ring of e~domor~h~sms on its injective hull V, ihe 
latter ecomes a bimodule H V,. Let T = End( H V) be the of 
R. It is convenient to place the maps from T on the rig 
(hv) t = h(vt); h E ,VE V,/,tET, 
to regard R 2s a subring of T. The ring T is referred to in 
variously as the maximal, complete, or Ur 
account of the general properties of T is to found in Eambek 
assman [7]. We need the following result from Lambek [5]. 
and 
PRoPosITroN 3.1. (i) T’he map t -+ 1 t for t ~5 T is a rn~~~rn~r~~~sr~ 0f 
right -modules; 
e ring T is anti-isomorphic tti the idealiser eigen ring !J, 1 
= (h EN; JOh c JO); 
(iii) if the map t + 1 t is surjective and the basic ~s~~rn~ti~~s hold ehen 
T is ~~t~-~~~morp~ic to H and they are semi-s~rn~ie Artinian rilzgs. 
In the general case a Gabriel filter can 
D of T, is said to be dense if for h E IT5 
result is proved in Lambek [S]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let and 6; be su~mod~ies of TR with dense: then 
6)%5:C:D=(?ET;t 
The i~ornurp~is~l is d -+ td for de 
equence of this result is that T is is0 
taken over the Gabriel filt 
ocalised ring of R under the 
ing from any given Gabriel subfilter of 9. Let R 
such that the ideal K of Proposition 1.2 is zero. The 
Proposition I.1 is a Gabriel subfilter of 9. For if hF= 
FE 9, then (h 1 )F= 0. Now the kernel of .F in Y is an 
and its intersection with R, is ker @:,which is zero. Hence h 1 = 0, which 
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shows that F is dense. We denote S = Lim,(F, R), where FE 9. The struc- 
ture of rings S and T can be partially analysed with the help of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let V = V, 3 VI 2 . . . I> V, = 0 be a composition 
series of (H, S)-bimodules and let Q,, . . . . Qk be the right annihilators of the 
factors Vi/Vi+ 1 for i = 0, . . . . k - 1. Then Ql, . . . . Qk are prime ideals of S, 
including the minimal primes, and the prime radical of S is nilpotent. 
Proof Evident from Theorem 2.2 and the fact that Q, . . . Qk = 0. 
It is worth noting that a similar result holds for any ring Y lying between 
R and T, so that, in particular, the prime radical of Y is nilpotent. Note 
that if R has a classical quotient ring then this is Artinian and isomorphic 
to S. In this case the prime ideals of S in 3.3 are all minimal. Conversely, 
if the latter holds, then R has an Artinian quotient ring. It follows that in 
general some of the Qi are not minimal and this can be recognized from the 
property Qi E 9. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be a right Noetherian ring which has a non-singular 
additive rank function p and let S be the ring obtained by localising at the 
Gabriel filter F defined by 9 = (FE R,; p(R) = p(F)). Then S is a semi- 
primary ring and its right socle is an essential right ideal, which is Artinian. 
Proof. Let Z be a non-nilpotent right ideal of S. Now S has finite 
uniform dimension on right ideals which it inherits from R. Let A, c 
A,c . . . be an ascending chain of right annihilators in S; then the chain 
(Ai n R), i = 1, 2, . . . . consists of F-closed right ideals of R, and hence must 
become stationary. It follows that the chain Ai, i= 1, 2, . . . also becomes 
stationary. So S has ascending chain condition on right annhilators. By a 
theorem of Lanski [6] the right ideal Z has a non-nilpotent element s. For 
some n > 0 we have 
(x E R; snx = 0) = ann(s”) = ann(s2”) and s”R n ann(s”) = 0. 
The exact sequence 0 + ann(s”) + R +s”R +O shows that p(R) = 
p(ann s”)+p(?R). Suppose that FEN such that snFc R; then it follows 
that snF@ann(sn) ~9. Define u, u’ E S by specifying them as R-horns on 
elements of 9. Thus 
u(sZnx + y) = snx + y and u’(s% + y) = s2nX + y. 
Then UU’ = U’U = 1, where 1 is the unity element of S. Moreover 
(snus% - snu)(sznF + ann(s”)) = 0, 
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so that e = S% is an idempotent element of 1. Them I= eI+ (I - e)l and 
either (1 - e )I is a nilpotent right ideal or it 
Hn the latter case, if we set g = e +f(l 
the argument, eventually we obtain an 
(I- g)I and (I - g)I is a nilpotent rig 
radical of the ring S. Then by the a 
semi-simple artin ring and S is a semi-primary ring. 
Finally, the right socle of S is the left annihilator of IV; lt is a direct 
sum of a finite number of minimal right i ce S has finite uniform 
dimension. 
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